
Mindset
the ability to demonstrate cognitive flexibility and a willingness to learn. Developing mindset is a
critical learning skill for building perseverance, adaptability, self-discovery, resilience, and the
ability to receive and give constructive feedback

High School Lesson Plan

Grade 9-12

Lesson Title Mindset

Well Being Competency Indiana Social and Emotional Learning Competency: Mindset 7C.
Student accepts constructive feedback. "I am trying to learn from the
feedback that others give me."

Lesson Overview This lesson focuses on Growth Mindset vs. Fixed Mindset through
discussion on receiving feedback from others when we make
mistakes or in situations when people are trying to help us be our
best selves.

Objective Differentiate between fixed and growth mindset, identify your
personal mindset, and set goals for how to improve from there.



Materials For teachers to plan ahead and think about a personal story to share
with students as part of the discussion; can be done together with
faculty during PL to spark discussions in preparation for delivering the
lesson with students: Writing Your Growth Mindset Story

Visual for discussions and display in the classroom for future
reference:

(Found at:
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b54
89e285ab~mv2.png/v1/fill/w_1000,h_563,al_c,usm_0.66_1.00_0.01/a
27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png)

Another visual (can save as an image to utilize):

https://www.mindsetkit.org/static/files/Writing_Your_Growth_Mindset_Story.pdf
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png/v1/fill/w_1000,h_563,al_c,usm_0.66_1.00_0.01/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png/v1/fill/w_1000,h_563,al_c,usm_0.66_1.00_0.01/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png/v1/fill/w_1000,h_563,al_c,usm_0.66_1.00_0.01/a27d24_7803feda8ff14c53b93d4b5489e285ab~mv2.png


Instruction Watch these two videos together as a class:
Fail Harder: Fail Harder - Basketball Motivation
“Do or not do. There is no try”: Empire Strikes Back Yoda training
Luke part 3 "Try not. Do. Or do not. There is no try." (HD)

Discuss the two videos:
What about failure is scary? What keeps us from trying? How can
we approach learning and our life like we thought we wouldn’t fail?
What makes it hard to receive feedback when we know we need
help?

Video about growth mindset:
What is a growth mindset?, About Growth Mindset

Use the Mistakes Reflection Worksheet: Mistakes Reflection
Worksheet

Discuss how to improve your mindset. Share your personal story.

Write a personal goal for what actions you are going to take to
improve your mindset. Set a goal as a class for when to follow up on
progress and put it on the calendar right now. Discuss what worked
and what didn’t and how to improve.

COVID-19 Accommodation Provide questions digitally rather than printed on paper.
Use Google docs for sharing goals. Maintain social distancing and
mask use as required, for classroom discussions.

Virtual Accommodation Post videos to the LMS with discussion questions for answering live in
zoom and/or in a typed discussion.

Alternative Activities Students can work individually, in pairs, or small groups to complete
any of these tasks:

● Create a quote list about learning from failure (growth mindset
oriented quote)

● Find a famous person that has overcome failure and create an
informational poster to describe their story

● Create a “Growth Mindset Word” Poster”—select one of the
words below and come up with positive words, phrases,
drawings, and images associated with the word selected---if it
is a word that has a ‘traditional’ negative connotation, make
sure you reframe the poster to reflect a growth mindset:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peeYthGlNfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3-CpzZJl8w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3-CpzZJl8w
https://www.mindsetkit.org/topics/about-growth-mindset/what-is-growth-mindset
https://www.mindsetkit.org/static/files/Mistakes_Reflection_Worksheet.pdf
https://www.mindsetkit.org/static/files/Mistakes_Reflection_Worksheet.pdf


Challenge, Mistake, Failure, Obstacle, Effort, Feedback,
Persistence, Resilience

● Generate a list of growth mindset quotes, words, feelings,
social emotional vocab using https://wordart.com/. When
finished, students share their poster/strategy/tool with the
class.

Additional Resources:
Untitled (includes visuals and a great list of words that encourage,
labels that judge, and things to say to grow your mindset)

https://wordart.com/
https://www.aacu.org/sites/default/files/files/ild/symonette.makeassessmentwork.dweck_.pdf

